variety of meanings in Latin, some nuanced, some contradictory, and it
already exists as a noun in English denoting one’s bodily constitution. On
second thought, Latin may yet offer directives both out of and into the
grayness of theory by way of the trinity of auctor, habitus and cultus, terms
whose multiple ambiguities alone will do.
Despite its weaknesses, McCaig’s reading in, and into, the Munro
Papers is a lively and welcome cultural studies approach to Munro’s prospects and spectacular progress as a writer starting out in the s. To a
lesser degree, it is also welcome as a spirited account of the scholarly joys
and frustrations of publishing archival research.
Klaus P. Stich
University of Ottawa

Bruce Stovel and Lynn Weinlos Gregg, eds. The Talk in Jane
Austen. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 2002. xxiii +
269. CDN $29.95 paper.
e fifteen essays in this stimulating collection were originally presented
as papers at a three-day conference held at Jasper Park Lodge in May
, co-convened by the editors, Bruce Stovel and Lynn Weinlos Gregg,
together with Juliet McMaster. Participants at the meeting could enjoy
spectacular mountain scenery, as well as the talks; readers of the volume,
in recompense, have access to expanded and documented versions of the
papers. is is an Edmonton production: seven of the contributors are
associated with the city or with the University of Alberta and the book is
published by the University of Alberta Press. A somewhat garish cover
avoids current controversy over the Austen portraits by depicting not the
novelist but a young, female professor, dressed in a faux-Regency version
of a green academic gown, talking vociferously to her class in front of
a purple blackboard inscribed with the names of Austen’s novels. e
running-heads for each essay have been oddly dropped to the foot of the
page and printed in a tiny, barely legible font; otherwise, the volume is
elegantly designed.
A brief but suggestive editorial introduction considers the nature and
function of talkers and talking in Austen’s novels, and notes the surprising
scarcity of previous work on the subject. (Patricia Howell Michaelson’s
Speaking Volumes: Women, Reading, and Speech in the Age of Austen
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[], which contains a fine chapter on “Reading Austen, Practicing
Speech,” appeared at about the same time as the collection, too late for
use by the contributors.) ree of the essays in e Talk in Jane Austen are
concerned with single novels: Kay Young, Nora Foster Stovel, and Steven D.
Scott all focus on Pride and Prejudice, while Linda Bree writes on Persuasion. Austen’s other novels also receive considerable attention, but Sense
and Sensibility is somewhat under-represented, while the juvenilia, “Lady
Susan,” “e Watsons,” and “Sanditon” are not considered at all.
e Talk in Jane Austen is divided into four sections—“Categories and
Analysis,” “Aggression and Power,” “Subtexts and Ironies,” and “Speculations and Possibilities”—although the editors note disarmingly that “this
grouping is tentative, after-the-fact, and hardly scientific” (xix). Leading
off the volume is a characteristically learned and incisive piece by Jocelyn
Harris, author of Jane Austen’s Art of Memory (), one of the best of
the numerous books on Austen to appear in the last two decades. Harris
takes three stereotypes of women, “the silent woman, the shrew, and the
bluestocking” (), and considers how Austen rewrites and reformulates
them. In relating Austen’s treatment of her female speakers to the age-old
suppression of women’s voices, Harris continues the work of her book:
Austen’s art of memory extends to her consideration of the ways in which
writers from Aristotle on have maintained an embargo on women’s speech.
Bruce Stovel, in a deft analysis of true conversation as an exchange of
ideas, as opposed to pseudo-conversation in which opinions are merely
asserted, ranges widely among the novels. Isobel Grundy focuses on two
of Austen’s most egregiously voluble talkers: John orpe in Northanger
Abbey and Miss Bates in Emma. Grundy also looks at some precursors of
Austen’s great talkers, such as the inimitably garrulous Nurse in Romeo and
Juliet. Kay Young considers how, in the case of Elizabeth Bennet and Darcy,
conversation becomes a means of creating, and representing, intimacy.
Her essay also forms part of her recent monograph, Ordinary Pleasures:
Couples, Conversation, and Company ().
e second section, “Aggression and Power,” begins with essays by
Juliet McMaster and Lesley Willis Smith on some of Austen’s verbal bullies.
McMaster begins with that wonderful moment in Emma when the heroine, naively assuming that conversation must entail exchange, attempts to
question Mrs Elton’s assertion that “Surry is the garden of England”:
“Yes; but we must not rest our claims on that distinction. Many
counties, I believe, are called the garden of England, as well
as Surry.”
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“No, I fancy not,” replied Mrs Elton, with a most satisfied
smile. “I never heard any county but Surry called so.”
Emma was silenced. ()
After dealing with Mrs Elton, who “exploits talk to generate and exert
power” (), McMaster turns to various other abusive characters in the
novels, including Lady Catherine de Bourgh in Pride and Prejudice, Mrs
Norris in Mansfield Park, to whom she awards the prize for the most
unpleasant of all Austen’s creations, and Mrs Ferrars and the Steele
sisters in Sense and Sensibility. Lesley Willis Smith’s essay complements
McMaster’s: she too studies Mrs Elton and the Steele sisters, focusing on
the relentless manoeuvring for power that they barely conceal beneath the
surface of ostensibly polite conversation. Although placed in a different
section from Jocelyn Harris’s essay, Jan Fergus’s contribution, informed by
Foucauldian and Bakhtinian theory, addresses similar issues. She is concerned with the power that language gives to Austen’s female characters,
and with the part played by laughter in producing this power. Gary Kelly
seeks to historicize Austen’s novels in a broad-ranging enquiry about classconflict. He touches down on a single paragraph in Emma, the heroine’s
reflections over Mr Knightley’s marriage proposal, but otherwise is more
concerned with Austen’s place in and construction of the class system than
with the texture of her fiction.
Ronald Hall opens the third section, “Subtexts and Ironies,” with a
short, perceptive essay on overhearing and what he terms “underspeaking”
(). After considering the misunderstandings caused by the lack of direct
conversational exchanges in Persuasion and Mansfield Park, he turns to
Emma as a case study in “overspeaking and under
underhearing” (), showing
how Emma (unlike Mrs Elton) learns to speak less and hear more. In her
analysis of Persuasion, Linda Bree has some fascinating remarks on the
links between verbal conversation and “criminal conversation,” the eighteenth-century term for adultery: “any too private conversation could soon
become prey to constructions or misconstructions of sexual transgression”
(). Sarah Frantz looks at the proposal scenes in Pride and Prejudice,
Emma, and Persuasion, considering how they represent the moral development of these novels’ respective heroes. Nora Foster Stovel’s analysis of
Pride and Prejudice delineates the progress of Elizabeth and Darcy’s courtship, from her early blinkered assertion to her mother—“I believe, Ma’am,
I may safely promise you never to dance with him” ()—to Mrs Bennet’s
splendidly inarticulate raptures, “sprinkled with exclamation marks like a
teenage girl’s letter” (), on learning of the impending wedding: “Good
gracious! Lord bless me! only think! dear me! Mr Darcy!”
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e essays by Steven D. Scott and Jeffrey Herrle in the last part of
e Talk in Jane Austen, “Speculations and Possibilities,” are not in fact
especially speculative. Scott takes a revisionist approach to Mary Bennet,
suggesting that despite the ridicule she commonly incurs from readers of
Pride and Prejudice—and from film directors, who have exaggerated her
plainness—she “is the closest we come in this novel to having a character who stands in for Austen herself ” (). Herrle examines the “verbal
mannerisms and patterns” () of John orpe and Mr Collins, two of
Austen’s most unappealing suitors, and pleasantly envisages orpe “on the
street today, equipped with a cellular phone and a used sports car” ().
Elizabeth Newark, however, goes out on a limb. Her essay on “Words Not
Spoken: Courtship and Seduction in Jane Austen’s Novels” is perhaps the
most entertaining in the volume. e author of Consequence, or Whatever
Became of Charlotte Lucas (), a witty sequel to Pride and Prejudice,
Newark here creates a series of marriage proposals that Austen chose to
leave unspoken, including Mr Elton wooing Augusta Hawkins in Emma,
Edmund declaring his love to Fanny in Mansfield Park, Wickham adroitly
seducing Miss Darcy in Pride and Prejudice, and Willoughby doing the
same with Marianne in Sense and Sensibility.
In their introduction, Bruce Stovel and Lynn Weinlos Gregg claim that
the essays in this collection “suggest new ways of approaching Austen’s art,
while taking as their starting-point the nineteenth-century perception that
Austen’s greatest achievement is her use of dialogue to convey character”
(xxii). e claim is justified. Most of the essays make a significant contribution to the study of Austen’s use of dialogue, and several are truly innovative. e talks that were the origin of this book on talking have disappeared
into the rarefied Rocky Mountain air, but their printed memorial, e Talk
in Jane Austen, will find a lasting place in Austen criticism.
Peter Sabor
McGill University

Kristen Guest, ed. Eating Their Words: Cannibalism and the
Boundaries of Cultural Identity. Ed. Kristen Guest. Albany: State
University of New York Press, 2001. Pp. 219. Paper u.s. $19.95.
Kristen Guest’s Eating eir Words demonstrates the importance of
anthropophagy as a trope in explicating various literary texts and movements. is impressive collection of essays focusses on constructions
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